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Building a Free Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 18 Jan 2017 09:15

_____________________________________

Hi everyone,

I've been building a library of images that you are welcome to freely use in your projects. They might be
useful under titles, for visual effects or anything else you can think of. They are all original...all my own
work. All I ask is to be attributed as indicated on my homepage:

soundimage.org/

The images are on my &quot;TXR&quot; pages (for &quot;Textures.&quot;)

I'm adding new ones all the time, so be sure to check back often. I sincerely hope that some of them are
useful. Any and all constructive feedback is welcome and always appreciated.

All the best,

Eric
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 10 Aug 2018 05:25

_____________________________________

New free seamless images are ready here:

TXR - ROCK / STONE 2
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-2/

Enjoy!
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============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 18 Aug 2018 14:51

_____________________________________

Happy Saturday, everyone,

New free seamless images are ready here:

TXR - ABSTRACT
soundimage.org/txr-abstract/

TXR - BRICK
soundimage.org/txr-brick/

Have a good weekend!
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 25 Aug 2018 03:30

_____________________________________

Hey everyone,

New free seamless images are ready here:

TXR - WOOD
soundimage.org/txr-wood/

Have a good weekend!
============================================================================
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Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 04 Sep 2018 08:00

_____________________________________

Happy Tuesday Everyone,

A bunch of cool new seamless images are ready here:

TXR - CONCRETE / PAVEMENT
soundimage.org/txr-concrete/

Some of the TXR pages are getting a bit out of control so I'll be creating additional pages specifically for
seamless images.

Btw more new music tracks are coming tomorrow.

And if anyone happens to need some custom music created, I'm doing that as well at very low cost...feel
free to email me. (My email address is at the bottom of my homepage.)

Have a good week!
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 11 Sep 2018 08:30

_____________________________________

Hi Everyone,

New seamless images are ready here:

TXR - ROCK/STONE 2
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-2/
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More new music tracks will be ready tomorrow. Be sure to check my other thread.
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 23 Sep 2018 20:50

_____________________________________

Hey guys,

A bunch of nice seamless moss images are ready that might work as building blocks for ground cover:

TXR - GROUND
soundimage.org/txr-ground/

I've also had requests for cartoon-style textures, mostly for 2D games and visual novels, so here's a start
to that:

TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

TXR - ROCK/STONE - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-cartoon/

TXR - WOOD - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-wood-cartoon/

More new music tracks will be ready Wednesday as I continue my quest to provide looping versions of
every track on my site, so be sure to check my other thread.

Have a good week!
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============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 30 Sep 2018 19:29

_____________________________________

Kicking off October, brand new seamless 2D cartoon-style textures are ready here:

TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

TXR - ROCK/STONE - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-cartoon/

TXR - WOOD - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-wood-cartoon/

I've also opened these new pages:

TXR - METAL - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-metal-cartoon/

TXR - CONCRETE/PAVEMENT - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-concrete-pavement-cartoon/

More music is coming on Wednesday...keep being creative and have a good week!
============================================================================
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Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 07 Oct 2018 21:36

_____________________________________

Hi everyone,

I've uploaded about 175 new seamless texture images, both Cartoon/2D style as well as realistic. You'll
find them here:

TXR - BARK
soundimage.org/txr-bark/

TXR - BARK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-bark-cartoon/

TXR - BRICK
soundimage.org/txr-brick/

TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

TXR - CONCRETE / PAVEMENT
soundimage.org/txr-concrete/

TXR - CONCRETE / PAVEMENT - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-concrete-pavement-cartoon/

TXR - GROUND
soundimage.org/txr-ground/
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TXR - GROUND - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-ground-cartoon/

TXR - ROCK/STONE - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-cartoon/

TXR - STUCCO
soundimage.org/txr-stucco/

TXR - VEGETATION - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-vegetation-cartoon/

More music tracks are on their way for Wednesday.

If you happen to find that some of my work is helpful, please feel free to share with anyone whom you
think might benefit from it. Enjoy!
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by hugly - 08 Oct 2018 01:09

_____________________________________

Hello Eric,

First, thank you for keeping us updated on a regular basis.

I just downloaded and used one of your loops (Future-RPG.mp3) for some test and detected that when
concatenating, audible dropouts at the joins appear. It could be that this is caused by MP3 format which
is known to cause gaps under certain conditions when splitted and re-joined with most encoders. I see
that Reaper DAW is aware of the problem and applies steep fade-in/out by default, but still it's audible.
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The wave form of &quot;Future-RPG.mp3&quot; at the join looks like this in Lightworks.

As far as I know, more recent LAME encoders (3.97 and above) don't show the issue, but best way
surely would be delivering for download in uncompressed PCM.wav format, if file size matters, maybe
zipped?
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 08 Oct 2018 11:43

_____________________________________

Hi Hugly,

I duplicated the issue precisely in Premiere Pro and found an easy fix:
simply trim both clips by one frame. It doesn't appear to be an encoding issue; rather, it's that Lightworks
(like Premiere) is dealing with audio at 24 or 30 fps. The flat line you see doesn't exist in Future RPG;
rather, it's the editing software trying to deal with audio at that frame rate. Sometimes, in my own videos,
I need to edit an audio clip more precisely than at 1/24th or 1/30th of a second so I have to use software
like Adobe Audition to do it. Anyhow, give it a try by trimming one frame from each end...you might even
try a 1-frame cross-fade between the two clips (if Lightworks allows for it)...but I found that it wasn't
necessary (in Premiere.)
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by hugly - 08 Oct 2018 13:29

_____________________________________

Concatenating the file in foobar2K with disabled DSP makes the gap audible as well. That's Reaper and
it also shows the horizontal line which causes the gap at the join. I can imagine that a WAV file exported
form your DAW won't show it.

I understand that WAV delivery isn't an option for you. If the horizontal line isn't there in PCM format and
you wish to get rid of the issue for future delivery, give LAME v3.100 MP3 encoder a try. I've used LAME
3.99 on splitted WAV files with continuous music (live concerts) with perfect results many times.
============================================================================
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Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 14 Oct 2018 22:08

_____________________________________

Greetings!

Over the weekend, I uploaded about 50 new seamless 2D cartoon-style texture images. They live on
these pages:

TXR - ABSTRACT - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-abstract-cartoon/

TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

TXR - METAL - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-metal-cartoon/

TXR - ROCK/STONE - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-cartoon/

TXR - WOOD - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-wood-cartoon/

More new music tracks are coming out on Wednesday.

Have a good week!
============================================================================
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Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 22 Oct 2018 06:03

_____________________________________

Hey everyone,

I've uploaded a whole bunch of new images, both seamless and standard, realistic and cartoon-y. You'll
find them here:

TXR - ABSTRACT
soundimage.org/txr-abstract/

TXR - ABSTRACT - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-abstract-cartoon/

TXR - BRICK
soundimage.org/txr-brick/

TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

New music tracks will be ready on Wednesday as well so stay tuned.
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by Eric Matyas - 28 Oct 2018 21:59

_____________________________________

Hey everyone,

New seamless cartoon-y images are ready on these pages:
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TXR - BRICK - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-brick-cartoon/

TXR - ROCK / STONE - Cartoon
soundimage.org/txr-rockstone-cartoon/

With Halloween approaching, I've been spending this past week releasing new music tracks on my
Dark/Ominous pages as well as my Horror/Surreal page. Watch for that update on Wednesday.

Have a good week!
============================================================================

Re: Building a Library of Images for Everyone
Posted by neonfalconFILMS - 02 Nov 2018 18:28
_____________________________________

This is awesome eric! I'll be sure to credit you if i ever use these in my videos/games!
============================================================================
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